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1 Introduction
The Caproni Calif A-21 was an extremely successful sailplane for its time, obtaining multiple
world records for speed and endurance. The SJ model, an impressive variant of the basic A21,
was one of the few production microturbojet sailplanes in the world. Both models featured an
all-aluminum construction, but since the maiden flight of the aircraft over 50 years ago great
strides have been made in composite manufacturing technology that may allow for a
significantly lighter structure for the aircraft. Strut-braced wings have recently made a
resurgence in conceptual designs of large passenger high aspect ratio wing aircraft and could
potentially be used to reduce the weight of a A-21 class glider even further.

By simplifying the structure of the wing to a spar or wing box, this thesis aims to investigate how
the use of modern composite materials and an external strut can reduce the weight of a highaspect ratio wing.
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2 Literature Review
This section contains background information pertinent to this thesis. Properties and history of
materials and aircraft are included, with details on the sailplane and specific materials discussed.

2.1 Caproni A-21 Characteristics and History
The Caproni company was an Italian aircraft manufacturer founded in 1908 by Giovanni Battista
Caproni and is responsible for the first Italian built aircraft. The company produced mainly
bombers and transportation aircraft up through the second world war until it was dissolved in
1950. Caproni Vizzola, a subset of Caproni, continued to produce aircraft after the dissolution of
its parent company. The primary focus of the company was on smaller aircraft, including the
Calif family of sailplanes and a derivative light jet trainer until it was acquired by the Italian
helicopter company Agusta in 1983.

Figure 1: Caproni Vizzola A-21 S
Of the sailplanes built by Caproni, the A-21 was perhaps the most successful. Within a
few years of its debut flight in 1970, it had attained four world records for speed and distance.
The A-21 S model was refined for production, with about 150 gliders produced through the early
1980s and a few still flying in the US. Another model, the A-21 SJ, featured a turbojet engine
that could be used for takeoff and to reach altitude for soaring flight. The two models have very
similar construction, sharing 90% of parts. One of the more striking features of this sailplane is
11

that it has flaps that can deploy up to 89° to act as airbrakes. One pilot and one passenger are
accommodated in the fuselage’s side by side seating. The sailplane featured a mostly aluminum
construction, with a tail boom made from stressed aluminum skin and a cockpit with aluminum
bracing surrounded by fiberglass skin to form a semi monocoque structure. The wing, tailplane,
and elevator are all metal with fiberglass tips. Performance parameters for the A-21 SJ model
are shown in the table below [1]:
Table 1: A-21 SJ Characteristics
Wingspan

20.38 [m]

Fuselage Length

7.84 [m]

Height

1.61 [m]

Wing Area

16.19 [m^2]

Aspect Ratio

25.65

Empty Weight

528 [kg]

Max Takeoff Weight

808 [kg]

Max Speed

230 [km/hr]

Max Rate of Climb

240 [m/min]

Takeoff Distance

300 [m]

2.2 Aeronautical Engineering: Wing Structural Design, History, and Technology.
Since the Wright brother’s first powered flight in 1903, much has changed in the world of
aerospace. In the early days of experimental aircraft, engineers looked to nature as inspiration
for designs. Many aircraft wings designs were inspired by bat or bird wings and were
constructed out of cloth stretched over a thin wooden frame. Biplanes were popularized early on
due to the thin wings inability to extend very far without breaking. Biplanes increased the
structural stability of the wings while simultaneously increasing lifting surfaces, but were
eventually replaced by monoplanes that had lower drag. The first aircraft with extensive use of
metal in structure and skin, the Junkers J 1, was also one of the first monoplanes. This allowed
airplanes to use a single cantilever wing instead of the double biplane wings that were held
together with supporting struts and wires.
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Great strides in aviation occurred in the so-called Golden Age of aviation in the 1920’s
and 30’s. Barnstormers increased public interest in aviation and larger airplanes capable of
transporting passengers and cargo were produced. As lower density metals became available,
thin metal skins were formed around metal ribs and spars to create wings. This not only
produced a smooth lifting surface, but the metal skin, called stressed-skin or load bearing skin,
also bore some of the stresses that were previously endured by just the frame.
The innovations of the Golden Age of Aviation developed in full force as World War II
began. Engineers pursued high performance designs, using metal skin over structural ribs and
spars for stronger, lightweight wings. With increasing maximum flight speed wing structural
design showed critical limitations due to aeroelastic effects with numerous losses of aircraft and
flight crews. After the war jet technology expanded, with both the United States and USSR
devoting many resources into refining their designs and introducing the swept wing, an original
design by German scientists Albert Betz and Adolph Busemann in 1935 [2], a required geometry
for a better aerodynamics but one that can created new challenges in structural design. The
1960’s saw a shift in materials used in airplanes, as fiber reinforced polymers became popular
due to their strength and light weight. Winglets began to see use as a method to reduce wing tip
vortices strength and therefore wing drag. Advancements in materials and manufacturing
methods allowed for the realization of wing designs that were previously impossible or
impractical from a time or financial standpoint. Similar innovations are what advance aero
vehicle design today [3].
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Figure 2: Aircraft Design Process
There are many considerations to account for when designing an aircraft, one of which being the
wing. The geometry of a wing is derived from a variety of factors. Generally speaking, a higher
wing aspect ratio (AR) (the square of the span divided by the wing area) translates to slightly
higher lift coefficients and lower induced drag with diminishing returns at higher ARs [4,5] and
is an important parameter used in many calculations of performance. The span is typically
constrained by factors such as hangar size, general aircraft handling requirements or competition
requirements for races or student competitions. The wing area is also calculated early on and is
determined along with cruise conditions and performance. As per engineering standards, wing
area is calculated from the projected trapezoidal area of the wing, as illustrated in Figure 3. Many
wing designs incorporate a taper ratio where the chord at the tip of the wing is smaller than the
chord at the root. A taper is implemented to save weight and manage section lift coefficients.
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Figure 3:Trapezoidal Wing Area
The airfoil, or cross section of the wing, is selected from performance catalogs that report
parameters such as lift, drag, and moment coefficients for various Reynolds numbers and surface
conditions. Professional companies commonly design a custom airfoil for a new wing using
methods such as computational fluid dynamics models [6].
Once the shape is refined, the focus turns to the internal structure and materials to use. A
structure is chosen such that weight is minimized while the strength or stiffness is sufficient to
support the fully loaded aircraft under worst case loading scenarios. Strength is key in locations
with high loads, such as near the root of the wing. Stiffness is necessary in areas further outboard
on the wing where the loads are less significant but local buckling can be a major failure mode.
. Materials are chosen with sufficient strength to resist external loads and stiffness to
prevent buckling. An aircraft wing can be made from multiple materials to attain necessary
strength in key components and minimize weight [7].
For the most part, modern wings are structurally similar as the wings manufactured 50
years ago. To achieve a lightweight structure of the necessary size, a monocoque or semimonocoque design is used. With a monocoque design, a stressed skin carries the loads of the
wing and holds it together by being stretched over ribs to achieve the desired shape. A semimonocoque wing has a similar stretched skin, however spars or stringers that run the length of
the wing are added for contribution to strength and stiffness for buckling. Many designs
incorporate a wing box created from ribs, spars, and skin to create a fully enclosed thin-walled
15

structure. A wing box design is favorable because it is very efficient, having a high specific
moment of inertia and specific stiffness.
Recently there has been a resurging interest in the use of struts and trusses to support
wings, especially for transonic aircraft. The strut brace allows for a higher aspect ratio wing
without weight penalties, however it does come with some challenges. A strut increases
aerodynamic drag, could reduce fuel efficiency, and introduce some difficulty for integration
with airframe [8]

2.3 Fiber Reinforced Composites (FRP) History and Technology
With the introduction of commercially available glass fibers in the late 1930s, polymers could be
reinforced and used for applications they were previously too weak for. With the advent of
World War II, there was a push to use this relatively new technology. The glass fibers gave the
material strength to be used in components to reinforce weak plastics [9].
By the 1960s, FRP was commonly used in a variety of aircraft parts to reduce weight
while maintaining a certain amount of strength. Advanced materials such as carbon and aramid
fibers saw an increase use in the aircraft industry in the 1970s due to an increase in fuel prices,
incentivizing manufacturers to reduce weight. Improvements in composite manufacturing
processes allowed aircraft companies to create larger components with improved properties,
replacing heavier metal components and reducing the number of fasteners used on the aircraft.
Some modern aircraft are over 50% composites by weight and are comprised of composites
made of glass and carbon fibers.
Engineering composites are less expensive and better suited for high volume production
of components while adhering to industry standards. Advanced composites are designed to have
very high material properties, and therefore are typically low volume and expensive [10].
One method for manufacturing engineering composites is hand layup. Hand layup is
where sheets of fibers, or plies, are placed in a mold by hand and impregnated with a resin.
For advanced composites, layup of prepreg sheets is preferred, either by hand or
automatic. Automatic layup typically features tape-laying machines that distribute prepreg tape
onto the mold. Using prepreg materials allows for a tight control over the resin and fiber content
of the composite. Many methods exist for designing advanced composites. Many companies
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choose to use software to assist design. An older but reliable method for determining material
properties in the direction of interest is to use a carpet plot, as seen in the figure below. The
carpet plot was used to obtain the properties shown in Table 3 for a [0/0/45]s carbon/epoxy
laminate for use in this study [11].

Figure 4: Carbon/Epoxy Carpet Plot
The strength of composite structures come from the fibers, while the resin is used to hold
the fibers together and adds stiffness to the material, despite having much lower strength than the
fibers. By alternating the direction of the plies, a composite can be created with intermediate
mechanical properties between the fibers and the resin.

2.4 Aluminum, history and technology
Because aluminum is very rare in its native form, it was not used commercially until low-cost
processes of refining it came about in the late 1800s.
Aluminum has moderately high specific strength and stiffness and can be used as an
alternative to composites for larger structural components. Heat treatments can also improve the
stiffness and strength of aluminum to favorable levels. Aluminum alloys provide a range of
material properties, and the 2000 and 7000 series alloys, which contain copper and zinc
17

respectively, are popular choices in the aerospace industry. 2000 series alloys have high fatigue
resistance whereas 7000 series alloys have higher strength [12].
3 Structural Design

3.1 Introduction
The wing considered in this thesis is identical, in geometry, of the original wing in the A 21.
General features were simplified to a main-spar consisting of a narrow rectangular cross sections
utilizing the available cross-section area in the wing with original geometry.
The following table lists some of the values used in calculations in this section. Property
values for the materials used in this analysis can be found in Tables 2 and 3 in the previous
section. The carbon/epoxy properties were designed using a carpet plot for a [02/45]s laminate.
The fiberglass/epoxy was comprised of [0/90]s laminates made of prepreg weave material.
Table 2: Constants from A-21 SJ
Wingspan

b = 20.38 [m]

Chord at Root

Croot = 0.79 [m]

Chord at Tip

Ctip = 0.19 [m]

Wing Area

S = 16.9 [m^2]

Weight

W = 808 [kg]

Aspect Ratio

AR = 25.65

Rectangular Span

Brect = 12.98 [m]

Tapered Span

Btapered = 7.4 [m]
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3.2 Loads

Reference axes are used to help identify aircraft components and positioning. This paper uses
standards body axes frame of reference with the longitudinal (X) axis pointing through the nose
of the airplane, the lateral (Y) axis pointing through the right wing, and the vertical (Z) axis
pointing through the bottom of the fuselage.

Figure 5: Aircraft Axes and Rotations

To estimate the max loads on the wing, load factors must be accounted for. Load factors
are a simple way to represent inertial forces on the aircraft during gusts or flight maneuvers.
Cargo and passenger aircraft have a load factor range from -1.0 to 2.5 whereas acrobatic aircraft
can range from -3.0 to +6.0 [13]. To display the combinations of load factors and speeds an
aircraft can undertake, a V-n diagram is used as can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: V-n Diagram
If the aircraft exceeds the bounds of the boxed area, it will undergo structural damage,
and if it exceeds it too much it will undergo structural failure. This failure point is found
experimentally as required by the FAA with a minimum safety factor of 1.5 [13]. The wing in
the study was designed to withstand load factors equivalent to an aerobatic aircraft.
The vertical load distribution on the wing is a combination of inertial/mass loads and
aerodynamic loads of the wing. The inertial load distribution can be simply estimated by
considering the mass distribution of the wing and multiplying it by the local normal acceleration.
A simpler but reliable approach, proposed in this thesis, is by using a wing-mass
distribution divided in function of wing area along the span. The exact wing weight of the
Caproni A-21 SJ is unknown, so the weight was estimated using the Anderson method [14],
obtaining a weight of 196 kg. The value seems plausible considering the glider overall weight of
808 kg including propulsion system.
The spanwise lift distribution, with different shapes according to aerodynamic design
features, has higher values in the center of the wing, reducing to zero at the wingtips. A generic
lift distribution is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Spanwise Distribution of Lift
The wing considered in this thesis has a largely rectangular wing with uniform cross section.
Neglecting the effects of the fuselage the Schrenk Approximation created by taking the
arithmetic mean of the planform and elliptical lift distributions [15], can be used with relative
accuracy.
The planform distribution for the Caproni A-21 SJ is largely rectangular, however the wing
tapers towards the tips as seen in Figure 8. This creates a piecewise planform lift distribution
where the lift is a constant for the central region and slopes downward towards the tips when the
tapered region starts. The planform lift distribution thus is:

Figure 8: Three View of Caproni A-21 SJ
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The elliptical distribution is similarly found using the following equation:
𝐿′𝑒

4𝐿
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2)

Equations 1 and 2 are combined to find the arithmetic mean of the planform and elliptic
distributions:
𝐿′𝑝 + 𝐿′𝑒
𝐿′ =
2

3)

Figure 9:Schrenk Approximation
The FAR values of n_max was selected as 6.0. Since n_max = 6 = L/W where W is the
MTOW of the aircraft, the maximum allowable lift at velocities from the diagram is L_max =
6W. This values times the safety factor of 1.5 required by FAR 25.303 gives the level of
maximum loads used for wing spar design. For structural design it is typically useful to solve lift
and drag loads X and Z axes, as the lift and drag can act in various directions depending on the
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angle of attack. The normal force was calculated at each of the top corners of the V-n diagram
and the larger normal force was used in place of lift for future calculations.
Since the maximum aerodynamic load is at the maximum velocity, the C_L and the angle
of attack are small thus the aerodynamic drag can be considered not relevant for structural
calculations.
The lift coefficient can be estimated from airfoil data for the Wortmann FX 67-k-170/17
airfoil originally selected for the A 21 at a Reynold’s number of 1,000,000 based on mean
aerodynamic chord (MAC) and at a velocity of 83 m/s and air properties at sea level.

Figure 10:C_L v Alpha and C_d v Alpha plots for Wortmann FX 67-k-170/17 Airfoil
Pitching moment coefficients are listed in addition to lift and drag coefficients for various
angles of attack in airfoil selection catalogs. Using this coefficient, the pitching moment can be
calculated from the following equation:
𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ =

1
𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ 2 𝐶𝑚 𝑆𝑐
2

Where c is the MAC.
The moment coefficient is approximately constant about the quarter chord for different
angles of attack, and so the pitching moment is highest on the right side of the v-n diagram
where airspeed is the highest. Substituting the values in for the pitching moment equation
including the moment coefficient from the Wortmann FX 67-k-170/17 airfoil yields a nose-down
pitching moment of about -3500 N-m at the root of the half wing.
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The strut braced case was modeled as a collection of members with pin connections, the free
body diagram of which can be seen below:

Figure 11: Strut Brace Model
The following is a representation of the front view of the Caproni A-21 SJ with an external strut:

Figure 12: Caproni A-21 SJ with External Strut
The vertical force of the strut was found with a moment balance around the pin connecting the
half wing to the fuselage, and was found to be 30.7 kN, with an axial load in the strut totaling
110.4 kN.

3.3 Stresses
It is assumed that greatest stress acting on the spar is the bending stress due to the lift distribution
at n = n_max*(1.5). To calculate the bending stress, the moment distribution had to be
calculated from the lift distribution by integrating twice and incorporating fixed and free-end
boundary conditions. The result of the moment distribution is shown below, with a peak
moment at the root of the wing of 150 kN-m for the cantilever wing. The moment from the strut
support was significantly lower with a peak of 30 kN-m at the connection point of the strut.
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Figure 13: Bending Moment due to Lift
The bending stress was then calculated using the following equation:
𝜎=

𝑀𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑧
𝐼𝑋𝑋

Where z is the distance from the neutral axis to the outer fiber of the cross section.
The torsion from the pitching moment was found with the following equation:
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

2𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐽

Where
𝑛

1
𝐽 = ∑(2𝑏𝑖 )(2ℎ𝑖 )3
3
𝑖=1

Can be used to find the polar moment of inertia because the cross sections are comprised of
narrow rectangular members, and b and h are respectively the widths and heights of the
rectangular sections [16].
To analyze the impact of torsion on the model, the torsional stress was solved at the
wing-root for an aluminum alloy box beam, as can be seen later in Figure 30. The resulting
torsional shear stress was 8.71 MPa, approximately 1.5% of the assumed bending tensile stress
of 572 MPa. Due to its low contribution, the torsional load was neglected from further analyses.
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Similarly the maximum shear stress in the spar at the center of the web was calculated for
the aluminum I-beam and was found to be 41 MPa, which is sufficiently smaller than the axial
stress and was not included in further analyses. For the strut supported spar, the axial stress on
the spar from the strut also was not considered as the cross-sectional area was sufficient to
reduce the stress to a fraction of the bending stress.
The remaining stress is the bending stress due to the normal force creating plane stress state. The
maximum compressive stress will be on the top of the spar and the maximum tensile stress will
be located at the bottom of the spar, shown below.

Figure 14: Spar Stress Element
Aluminum is a ductile material that is likely to fail in shear, thus the maximum shear stress
criterion was used to compare the bending stress with the ultimate tensile strength for aluminum
alloy:
𝑓 = 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 −

𝑈𝑇𝑆
2

Where 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum shear stress in the component with the included safety factor.
Failure analysis for fiber reinforced polymers has a level of complexity beyond the scope of this
study thus a simplified failure theory based on ultimate normal tensile stress was adopted for the
carbon-epoxy composite and ultimate normal compressive strength for the fiberglass-epoxy
composite. While the carbon epoxy may have lower compressive strength than tensile strength
as is common with FRP materials, a carpet plot to evaluate material properties was only available
for tensile strength. A safety factor of 1.5 was selected as recommended by the FAA [13].

3.4 Sample Structures Design
A wing structure is a complex combination of components designed to withstand dynamic
loads while minimizing weight and providing room for items such as fuel tanks and mechanical
components. The wing must transfer the aerodynamic loads to the rest of the aircraft. Some
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components must be sized to withstand a certain operative load while others must be limited to a
certain displacement to prevent buckling.
A typical wing structure is composed of a main spar to support the shear loads and a portion
of the bending loads a skin to support a portion of the bending and torsional loads, and ribs to
transfer loads from the skin to the spar and to prevent buckling. Local instabilities are also
prevented by additional spars or spanwise stringers to increase stiffness and create multicompartment thin-walled structures. A simplified typical wing structure with main spar, skin
and ribs is illustrated below:

Figure 15: Typical Wing Structure
The Caproni A-21 S features a three-piece main spar that runs the length of the wing with
two supporting spars in the rectangular section and one in the tapered section. Meanwhile the
Caproni A-21 SJ features a main spar that runs the length of the wing [1]. The bulk of both
wings feature an aluminum construction for the spars, skin, and ribs, with the exception of the
fiberglass wingtips.
For this study, the structure was simplified to a main spar that would support the
aerodynamic and inertial loads without contribution of the wing-skin. Two cross sections were
investigated for use as the spar: an I beam and a box beam, as shown in figure 16.
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Figure 16: Box Beam and I-Beam Cross Sections
Airfoil geometrical dimensions were investigated with the objective of designing a main spar
with the potential maximum dimensions to fit the original wing.
It is reported that the airfoil at the root is a Wortmann FX 67-k-170/17 and the airfoil at the
tip is a Wortmann FX 60-126. Since it is unknown how the airfoil transitions from the root to
the tip, it was assumed that the root airfoil was constant throughout the rectangular section of the
wing and transitioned linearly to the airfoil at the tip in the tapered section.
The cross-sectional airfoil area distribution along the Y axis was therefore estimated as well
as the largest cross section available for the main spar. This area was chosen to balance
maximizing the width while minimizing the decrease in height. This process was largely done
by inspection, adjusting the boxes to maximize the moment of inertia and line up the rectangular
sections such that they were roughly in line with one another to avoid creating an induced
moment about the Y axis. The box for the tip was found to be too small, and so the airfoil was
rotated 1.7 degrees counterclockwise to utilize a larger area.
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The areas used are shown below with dimensions in mm.

Figure 17: Cross Section Envelopes for Stations 1 and 2 Respectively
The areas were used as a maximum envelope for the stations of the wing seen in the figure
below, with a linear change between the two.

Figure 18: Stations 1 and 2 on the Half Wing
The size of each sample member was driven from the bending stresses on the wing to provide
a sufficiently large moment of inertia. It should be noted that in reality, the wing should be
designed for stiffness rather than strength towards the tip of the wing as local buckling is the
most common failure mode in that region. Designing for strength in this case is acceptable
because in this preliminary analysis structural components that add a great deal of stiffness to the
wing such as the ribs and skin were neglected. Each spar was sized using properties for an
advanced carbon fiber/epoxy composite, an engineering fiberglass/epoxy composite, and 7075
T6 aluminum alloy. The properties of the materials studied in this thesis are shown in the
following tables:
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Table 3: Composite Properties
Tensile

Compressive

Specific

Specific

Strength

Strength (0°)

Strength

Stiffness

-

3.85*10^5

6.43*10^7

Density

Fiber
Volume %

(0°)
AS4/3501-6

615.6

Carbon/Epoxy

MPa

1600

54

kg/m^3

[0/0/45]s [11]
fiberglass

268 MPa

268 MPa

2.02*10^5

weave

1312
-

67

kg/m^3

composite
[0/90]s [17]

Table 4: Aluminum Properties

7075 T6 [18]

Tensile

Yield

Specific

Specific

Strength

Strength

Strength

Stiffness

570 MPa

483 MPa

2.03*10^5

2.55*10^7

Density

2810 kg/m^3

The majority of the spar analysis was conducted through a custom computer code that
discretized the half span and iterated a chosen dimension of the cross section of the spar until it
was as small as the selected failure criteria would allow. An overview of the process is shown in
the figure below:
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Figure 19: Code Diagram
I-beam is a classically favorable shape for a beam in planar bending, as it maximizes its
specific moment of inertia for the desired axis, IXX in this case. However, this leads to a small
moment of inertia in the alternate axis, which can compromise the beam’s stability. I-beams
additionally are inefficient in carrying torsional loads, however torsion was neglected in this
study.
For the preliminary size of the I-beam section, the overall height h and flange width b were
set to the maximum length based on the available area of the wing. The web thickness was then
set to 1/10th of h. Since the web thickness does not add much resistance to the bending stress, it is
desirable to have a web thickness that is reasonably thin. A more standard cross section would
have the maximum possible web height inside the airfoil envelope and shorter flanges with a
larger thickness. Figure 20 shows a more standard cross section for 7075 aluminum alloy at the
center of the wing.
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Figure 20:More Standard Aluminum I-Beam Sized at Root of Wing
From there software was used to iterate the thickness of the flanges until the beam’s
maximum bending stress was 0.1 percent less than the material strength with the safety factor
included. The flange thicknesses of the fiberglass, aluminum, and carbon fiber spars are shown
in the figure below.

Figure 21: I-beam Flange Thickness
The wing-box was designed with a rectangular cross section with overall height and width of
the box selected to utilize the maximum available area within the wing cross section. The
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uniform thickness of the box-spar was iterated until the selected failure criterion for the material
was satisfied.
No stress concentration effects were accounted for any cross section investigated in this
thesis.
The wall thickness of the fiberglass, aluminum, and carbon fiber box beams can be seen in
the figure below:

Figure 22: Box Beam Wall Thickness
Using the same process and the bending moment with the strut effects, the following I-beam
flange and box beam wall thicknesses were generated:
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Figure 23:I-Beam Flange Thickness with Strut Effects

Figure 24: Box Beam Wall Thickness with Strut Effects
Additionally, the calculated cross sections at the root, tip, and middle of the cantilever wing for
the aluminum spars under the various loading conditions are shown below. It should be noted
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that the minimum thicknesses seen on some of the cross sections are not realistic and would have
to be increased for manufacturing and local stability purposes.

Figure 25:Aluminum I-Beam Cross Section at Root

Figure 26: Aluminum I-Beam Cross Section at Root with Strut

Figure 27:Aluminum I-Beam Cross Section Halfway between Root and Tip
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Figure 28: Aluminum I-Beam Cross Section Halfway between Root and Tip with Strut

Figure 29: Aluminum I-Beam Cross Section at Tip, Cantilever (left) Strut Supported (right)

Figure 30: Aluminum Box Beam Cross Section at Root

Figure 31: Aluminum Box Beam Cross Section at Root with Strut
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Figure 32:Aluminum Box Beam Cross Section Halfway between Root and Tip

Figure 33:Aluminum Box Beam Cross Section Halfway between Root and Tip with Strut

Figure 34:Aluminum Box Beam Cross Section at Tip, Cantilever (left) Strut Supported (right)
The weights of each spar for the full span can be seen in the figure below:
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Figure 35: Spar Weights
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4 Conclusions
If the Caproni A-21 SJ were to be re-designed and upgraded 50 years after its initial flight,
significant weight savings could be achieved by employing modern advanced carbon fiber-epoxy
composites. It is no surprise that the advanced carbon fiber-epoxy composite spar was
significantly lighter than the other materials considered in this study. Although fiberglass
reinforcement has the potential of having higher specific strength than aluminum, when
employed with the epoxy matrix as a composite the laminate schedule used in this study
exhibited slightly lower specific strength and stiffness than the aircraft grade aluminum alloy for
the clean wing (without strut). The weight of the aluminum alloy spar resided between the
carbon-epoxy and fiberglass-epoxy spars for both cross sections of the cantilever wing, with the
carbon-epoxy being about 35% lighter than the aluminum and the fiberglass-epoxy slightly
heavier. The aluminum alloy was the heaviest in the strut-supported I-beam case where the
flange thickness drove the weight of the spar and the lightest in the strut-supported box-beam
case where the composite materials were constrained to their laminate thicknesses.
The overall effects of the strut on wing main spar’s mass were not extremely significant,
but the attachment point could be moved further out on the wing for a greater reduction in
loading on the wing thus having a lighter structure. Considering the aluminum box beam spar
for reference, as it is likely the most similar to the original configuration of the Caproni A-21 SJ,
the strut provides 87.6 kg of weight savings. This is approximately 10.8% of the gross weight of
the aircraft, which is similar to other studies that report values of 5.9% for commercial aircraft
[19]. It should be noted that the strut placement was not optimized in this study.
No justification would be proposed to consider a strut braced wing for use on a highperformance sailplane such as the Caproni A-21 SJ. Sailplanes that are designed for certain
competition classes would be unable to benefit from a greater span that a strut brace enables,
and on a small lightweight glider the increased drag will cause a disastrous impact on
performance with no benefits since there is no fuel consumption involved during most of the
flight.
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5

Future Work

Several potential improvements could be made to this study to refine results and explore more
structural design options. A significant upgrade of structural analysis would be the application
of finite element software such as ANSYS to perform the investigation of the full wing structure
in more details. An analysis of the full wing would also allow for a design for stiffness in
addition to strength, as well as potential local instability, as more components are integrated in
the analysis. Complete drawings of the wing would be needed, helping to reduce the number of
assumptions made in the wing’s structure geometry and construction. Fiber reinforced polymers
laminate design and analysis would also be implemented. Failure analysis for the composite
structures would be a worthwhile inclusion to this study. Proper safety factors and failure
methods would allow for better characterization of the composite components in the wing.
Finally, strut placement optimization and higher aspect ratio wing could be analyzed for a
better understanding of the benefits of including an external strut to the wing of the glider, as
well as a basic evaluation of the implications of external bracing on aircraft aerodynamics and
performance.
Jury trusses could also be reviewed and compared with the simple strut-braced and
cantilever wings.
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Appendix
MATLAB code used in the analysis:

%% Schrenk Wing Loading
% John Jablonski
clear
clc
clf
digits(16)
%% *Variables
b = 20.38; %wingspan [m]
crect = 0.79; %chord of the rectangular section [m]
ctip = 0.19; %chord of the tip [m]
AR = 25.65; %aspect ratio
S = 13.86; %wing area [m^2]
Sact = 13.88;
VNE = 300000/3600; %Not Exceed Velocity [m/s]
Vstall = 64000/3600; %Stall speed [m/s]
rhoinf = 1.225; %air density at sea level [kg/m^3]
Cm = -0.1; %moment coefficient at low angle of attack
kvisc = 1.569E-5; %kinematic viscosity
Clmax = 1.3;
Re = rhoinf*VNE*crect/kvisc;
W = 808*9.81; %weight of aircraft [N]
n = 6; %load factor
SF = 1.5; %safety factor
L = W*n*SF; %lift force [N]
ylin = linspace(-b/2,b/2,1000);
Ustar = sqrt(2*n*W/S/(rhoinf*Clmax));
Mp = SF*1/2*rhoinf*VNE^2*S*crect*Cm/2; %pitching moment
about the 1/4 chord[N-m]
UTScf =
tensile
UCScf =
tensile
rhocf =
tlamc =

0.27*2280*10^6; %carbon-epoxy AS4/3504-6 [0/0/45]s
strength [Pa]
0.27*1725*10^6; %carbon-epoxy AS4/3504-6 [0/0/45]s
strength [Pa]
1.60*10^3; %density [kg/m^3]
0.9E-3; %laminate thickness
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UCSfg = 268*10^6; %7781 E-glass prepreg weave tensile
strength [Pa]
rhofg = 1328; %7781 E-glass prepreg weave density [kg/m^3]
tlamf = 9.144E-4; %laminate thickness
UYSal = 483*10^6; %7075 Aluminum alloy yield strength
UTSal = 572*10^6; %7075 Aluminum alloy ult strength
rhoal = 2.81*10^3; %desity of 7075 [kg/m^3]
DragR = 1/2*rhoinf*VNE^2*0.01*S;
DragL = 1/2*rhoinf*Ustar^2*0.008*S;
MdragR = 1/2*DragR*b/2-(b/2)^2/2*DragR/b;
MdragL = 1/2*DragL*b/2-(b/2)^2/2*DragL/b;
alpha = -4;
L = L*cosd(alpha)+DragR*sind(alpha);
%% Planform Lift Dist.
syms y Lp(y) Le(y) Ls(y) V(y) M(y) h(y) w(y)
Lp(y) = piecewise(0<=y<3.7,L*(ctip+2*0.3/3.7*y)/Sact,
3.7<=y<=16.68, L*(crect)/Sact, 16.68<y<=20.38, L*(ctip2*0.3/3.7*(y-b))/Sact);
% fplot(Lp,[0 20.38])
% Lp2 = @(y) L/b;
%% Elliptical Lift Dist.
Le(y) = 4*L/(pi*b).*sqrt(1-(2.*(y-b/2)./b).^2);
% fplot(Le(y),[0 20.38])
Le2 = @(y) 4*L/(pi*b).*sqrt(1-(2.*y./b).^2);
%% Schrenk Approximation
Ls(y) = (Lp(y)+Le(y))./2;
% subplot(1,3,1)
clf
fplot(Ls,[0,b],'LineWidth',3.0)
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
xlabel('Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
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ylabel('Lift per Unit Span [N/m]','fontweight','bold')
hold on
fplot(Le,[0,b],'LineWidth',3.0)
fplot(Lp,[0,b],'LineWidth',3.0)
legend({'Schrenk Approximation','Elliptical Lift','Planform
Lift'},'Location','southeast')
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
% title('Schrenk Approximation for Spanwise Lift')
%% Moment Distribution
%integrate the lift distribution and add -L/2 to satisfy
bound. cond. for
%shear and -Mmax to satisfy bound. cond. for moment
num = 1000;
dy = b/num;
ylin = linspace(b/2, b, num);
Lsnum = double(Ls(ylin));
plot(ylin,Lsnum)
Vn = cumtrapz(ylin,Lsnum)-L/2;
M1 = cumtrapz(ylin,Vn);
Mn = M1 - min(M1);
subplot(1,3,2)
plot(ylin,Vn)
title('V')
subplot(1,3,3)
plot(ylin,Mn)
title('M')
WeightW = n*962*dy; %from Anderson, lbs = 2.5*S [feet],
half wing weight [N/m]
% V = int(Ls);
% M = int(V-L./2);
% subs(Ls, y, [0 2 5])
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% M2 = @(y) 1./2.*L.*((sqrt(-(y.*(y-b)./b.^2)).*(b.^24.*b.*y./3+4.*y.^2./3))./(pi.*b) + (b.*atan(b.*sqrt((y.*(y-b))./b.^2)./(y-b)))./pi 2.*b.^(3./2).*sqrt(y).*sqrt((b-y)./b).*sqrt(-y.*(yb)./b.^2).*asin(sqrt(y)./sqrt(b))./(pi.*(y-b)) +
y.^2./(2.*b) - y);
% double(M(b/2))
% Mn(num/2)
%% Height Distribution
t67 = 0.17; %max thickness for FX 67-K-170/17 airfoil [%c]
t60 = 0.126; %max thickness for FX 60-127 airfoil [%c]
h67 = 0.124; %max usable height for FX 67-K-170/17 airfoil
[%c]
h60 = 0.104; %max usable height for FX 60-127 airfoil [%c]
h(y) = piecewise(0<=y<3.7,(h60+(h67h60)*y/3.7)*(ctip+2*0.3/3.7*y), 3.7<=y<=16.68, h67*(crect),
16.68<y<=20.38, (h67-(h67-h60)/3.7*(y-16.68))*(ctip2*0.3/3.7*(y-b)));
% clf
% fplot(h, [0,20.38])
hdist = double(h(ylin));
clf
plot(ylin,hdist)
%% Width Distribution
w67 = 0.512;% max available width for FX 67-K-170/17
airfoil [%c]
w60 = 0.317;% max available width for FX 60-127 airfoil
[%c]
w(y) = piecewise(0<=y<3.7,(w60+(w67w60)*y/3.7)*(ctip+2*0.3/3.7*y), 3.7<=y<=16.68, w67*(crect),
16.68<y<=20.38, (w67-(w67-w60)/3.7*(y-16.68))*(ctip2*0.3/3.7*(y-b)));
% clf
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% fplot(h, [0,20.38])
wdist = double(w(ylin));
clf
plot(ylin,wdist)
Iouter = 1/12.*wdist.*hdist.^3; %moment of inertia of solid
box
plot(ylin,Mn.*hdist./2./Iouter)
hold on
plot(ylin, ones(1,num).*UTSal)
hold off
Li
Vi
Mi
Mi

=
=
=
=

Lsnum - WeightW;
cumtrapz(ylin,Li)-trapz(dy,Li)/2;
cumtrapz(ylin,Vi);
Mi - min(Mi);

clf
plot(ylin,Mi./1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
xlabel('Half Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Bending Moment [kN-m]','fontweight','bold')
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
title('Bending Moment Due to Lift vs Half Span');
%% I beam
tw = hdist./10; %initial thickness of rectangular sections
[m]
twc = ceil(hdist./10./tlamc).*tlamc; %thickness of carbon
twf = ceil(hdist./10./tlamf).*tlamf;
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dt = 0.00001;
for j=1:num
SigmaCF = UTScf+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaCF > UTScf
tc(j) = i*tlamc;
hwc(j) = hdist(j)-2.*tc(j); %initial height of web
[m]
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*twc(j).*hwc(j).^3; %moment of
inertia of web [m^4]
Iflangec(j) =
1./12.*wdist(j).*tc(j)^3+wdist(j).*tc(j).*(hwc(j)./2+tc(j).
/2).^2;
SigmaCF =
Mi(j).*(hwc(j)./2+tc(j))./(Iweb(j)+2.*Iflangec(j));
i = i+1;
end
SigmaAL = UTSal+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaAL > UTSal
ta(j) = i*dt;
hwa(j) = hdist(j)-2.*ta(j); %initial height of web
[m]
hwa(j) = 0.9*t67*crect-2.*ta(j);
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*tw(j).*hwa(j).^3; %moment of
inertia of web [m^4]
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*0.09*t67*crect.*hwa(j).^3;
Iflangec(j) =
1./12.*wdist(j).*ta(j)^3+wdist(j).*ta(j).*(hwa(j)./2+ta(j).
/2).^2;
Iflangec(j) =
1./12.*0.9*t67*crect.*ta(j)^3+0.9*t67*crect.*ta(j).*(hwa(j)
./2+ta(j)./2).^2;
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SigmaAL =
Mi(j).*(hwa(j)./2+ta(j))./(Iweb(j)+2.*Iflangec(j));
i = i+1;
end
SigmaFG = UCSfg+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaFG > UCSfg
tf(j) = i*tlamf;
hwf(j) = hdist(j)-2.*tf(j); %initial height of web
[m]
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*tw(j).*hwf(j).^3; %moment of
inertia of web [m^4]
Iflangec(j) =
1./12.*wdist(j).*tf(j)^3+wdist(j).*tf(j).*(hwf(j)./2+tf(j).
/2).^2;
SigmaFG =
Mi(j).*(hwf(j)./2+tf(j))./(Iweb(j)+2.*Iflangec(j));
i = i+1;
end
end
WeightdistIc = rhocf.*(twc.*hwc+2.*tc.*wdist);
WeightIc = trapz(ylin,WeightdistIc);
WeightdistIa = rhoal.*(tw.*hwa+2.*ta.*wdist);
WeightIa = trapz(ylin,WeightdistIa);
WeightdistIf = rhofg.*(twf.*hwf+2.*tf.*wdist);
WeightIf = trapz(ylin,WeightdistIf);
clf
hold on
% subplot(1,3,1)
plot(ylin-b/2, tc.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Carbon base')
% subplot(1,3,2)
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plot(ylin-b/2,ta.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Al base')
% subplot(1,3,3)
plot(ylin-b/2,tf.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('fg base')
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
xlabel('Location on Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Flange Thickness [mm]','fontweight','bold')
legend('Carbon','Aluminum','Fiberglass')
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
% title('Flange Thickness vs Span Location')
%% box beam
Iouter = 1/12.*wdist.*hdist.^3; %moment of inertia of solid
box
dt = 0.0000001;
for j=1:num
SigmaCF = UTScf+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaCF > UTScf
tbc(j) = i*tlamc;
Iinner(j) = 1./12.*(wdist(j)-2.*tbc(j)).*(hdist(j)2.*tbc(j)).^3;
SigmaCF = Mi(j).*(hdist(j)./2)./(Iouter(j)Iinner(j));
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%
J(j) =
2./3.*(tbc(j).*hdist(j).^3)+2./3.*(wdist(j).*tbc(j).^3);
%
SigmaT(j) = Mp.*2.*hdist(j)./2./J(j);
%
SigmaCF = 1/2*SigmaB+sqrt((SigmaB/2)^2+SigmaT^2);
i = i+1;
end
SigmaAL = UTSal+1;
i=1;
while SigmaAL > UTSal
tba(j) = i*dt;
Iinner(j) = 1./12.*(wdist(j)-2.*tba(j)).*(hdist(j)2.*tba(j)).^3;
SigmaAL = Mi(j).*(hdist(j)./2)./(Iouter(j)Iinner(j));
i = i+1;
end
SigmaFG = UCSfg+1;
i=1;
while SigmaFG > UCSfg
tbf(j) = i*tlamf;
Iinner(j) = 1./12.*(wdist(j)-2.*tbf(j)).*(hdist(j)2.*tbf(j)).^3;
SigmaFG = Mi(j).*(hdist(j)./2)./(Iouter(j)Iinner(j));
i = i+1;
end
end
clf
% subplot(1,3,1)
plot(ylin-b/2, tbc.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
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% title('Carbon box thickness')
hold on
% subplot(1,3,2)
plot(ylin-b/2,tba.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Al box thickness')
% subplot(1,3,3)
plot(ylin-b/2,tbf.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('fg box thickness')
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
xlabel('Location on Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Wall Thickness [mm]','fontweight','bold')
legend('Carbon','Aluminum','Fiberglass')
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
% title('Wall Thickness vs Half-Span Location')
WeightdistBc = rhocf.*((hdist2.*tbc).*tbc+tbc.*(wdist)).*2;
WeightBc = trapz(ylin,WeightdistBc);
WeightdistBa = rhoal.*((hdist2.*tba).*tba+tba.*(wdist)).*2;
WeightBa = trapz(ylin,WeightdistBa);
WeightdistBf = rhofg.*((hdist2.*tbf).*tbf+tbf.*(wdist)).*2;
WeightBf = trapz(ylin,WeightdistBf);
%% strut brace
% Fzstrut = 7760; %calculated force from strut
Fzstrut = 4*-min(M1)/b;
ystrut = 0.5;
hstrut = 1.61-0.17*crect; %z distance for strut
theta = atand(hstrut/(b/4));
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Fstrut = Fzstrut/sind(theta);
Ascf = Fstrut/UTScf;
Asal = Fstrut/UTSal;
Asfg = Fstrut/UCSfg;
Wstrutcf = b/4/cosd(theta)*Ascf*rhocf;
Wstrutal = b/4/cosd(theta)*Asal*rhoal;
Wstrutfg = b/4/cosd(theta)*Asfg*rhofg;
% Fzstrut = Fzstrut.*ones(1,num);
Vnstrut(1:ystrut*num) = Vn(1:ystrut*num)+Fzstrut;
Vnstrut(ystrut*num+1:num) = Vn(ystrut*num+1:num);
Mnstrut = cumtrapz(ylin,Vnstrut);
clf
% subplot(1,2,1)
% plot(ylin,Vnstrut)
% subplot(1,2,2)
plot(ylin-b/2,Mn./1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
hold on
plot(ylin-b/2,Mnstrut./1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
xlabel('Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Bending Moment [kN-m]','fontweight','bold')
legend('Cantilever','With Strut')
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
% title('Bending Moment Incluting Effects of Strut vs Half
Span')
%% I beam with strut
%convert negative moment to positive to simplify code
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for i = 1:num
if Mnstrut(i)<0
Mnstrut(i) = Mnstrut(i).*-1;
end
end
for j=1:num
SigmaCF = UTScf+1;
i = 1;
j = j; % counting variable to start at half span
while SigmaCF > UTScf
tcstrut(j) = i*tlamc;
hwc(j) = hdist(j)-2.*tcstrut(j); %initial height of
web [m]
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*twc(j).*hwc(j).^3; %moment of
inertia of web [m^4]
Iflangec(j) =
1./12.*wdist(j).*tcstrut(j)^3+wdist(j).*tcstrut(j).*(hwc(j)
./2+tcstrut(j)./2).^2;
SigmaCF =
Mnstrut(j).*(hwc(j)./2+tcstrut(j))./(Iweb(j)+2.*Iflangec(j)
);
i = i+1;
end
SigmaAL = UTSal+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaAL > UTSal
tastrut(j) = i*dt;
hwa(j) = hdist(j)-2.*tastrut(j); %initial height of
web [m]
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*tw(j).*hwa(j).^3; %moment of
inertia of web [m^4]
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Iflangea(j) =
1./12.*wdist(j).*tastrut(j)^3+wdist(j).*tastrut(j).*(hwa(j)
./2+tastrut(j)./2).^2;
SigmaAL =
Mnstrut(j).*(hwa(j)./2+tastrut(j))./(Iweb(j)+2.*Iflangea(j)
);
i = i+1;
end
SigmaFG = UCSfg+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaFG > UCSfg
tfstrut(j) = i*tlamf;
hwf(j) = hdist(j)-2.*tfstrut(j); %initial height of
web [m]
Iweb(j) = 1/12.*tw(j).*hwf(j).^3; %moment of
inertia of web [m^4]
Iflangefg(j) =
1./12.*wdist(j).*tfstrut(j)^3+wdist(j).*tfstrut(j).*(hwf(j)
./2+tfstrut(j)./2).^2;
SigmaFG =
Mnstrut(j).*(hwf(j)./2+tfstrut(j))./(Iweb(j)+2.*Iflangefg(j
));
i = i+1;
end
end
WeightdistIcs = rhocf.*(twc.*hwc+2.*tcstrut.*wdist);
WeightIcs = trapz(ylin,WeightdistIcs) + Wstrutcf;
WeightdistIas = rhoal.*(tw.*hwa+2.*tastrut.*wdist);
WeightIas = trapz(ylin,WeightdistIas) + Wstrutal;
WeightdistIfs = rhofg.*(twf.*hwf+2.*tfstrut.*wdist);
WeightIfs = trapz(ylin,WeightdistIfs) + Wstrutfg;
clf
% subplot(1,3,1)
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plot(ylin-b/2, tcstrut.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Carbon base')
hold on
% subplot(1,3,2)
plot(ylin-b/2,tastrut.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Al base')
% subplot(1,3,3)
plot(ylin-b/2,tfstrut.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('fg base')
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
legend('Carbon','Aluminum','Fiberglass')
xlabel('Location on Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Flange Thickness [mm]','fontweight','bold')
ylim([0,25])
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
% title('Flange Thickness vs Half-Span Location with
Strut')
%% box beam with strut
for j=1:num
SigmaCF = UTScf+1;
i = 1;
while SigmaCF > UTScf
tbcstrut(j) = i*tlamc;
Iinner(j) = 1./12.*(wdist(j)2.*tbcstrut(j)).*(hdist(j)-2.*tbcstrut(j)).^3;
SigmaCF = Mnstrut(j).*(hdist(j)./2)./(Iouter(j)Iinner(j));
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%
J(j) =
2./3.*(tbc(j).*hdist(j).^3)+2./3.*(wdist(j).*tbc(j).^3);
%
SigmaT(j) = Mp.*2.*hdist(j)./2./J(j);
i = i+1;
end
SigmaAL = UTSal+1;
i=1;
while SigmaAL > UTSal
tbastrut(j) = i*dt;
Iinner(j) = 1./12.*(wdist(j)2.*tbastrut(j)).*(hdist(j)-2.*tbastrut(j)).^3;
SigmaAL = Mnstrut(j).*(hdist(j)./2)./(Iouter(j)Iinner(j));
i = i+1;
end
SigmaFG = UCSfg+1;
i=1;
while SigmaFG > UCSfg
tbfstrut(j) = i*tlamf;
Iinner(j) = 1./12.*(wdist(j)2.*tbfstrut(j)).*(hdist(j)-2.*tbfstrut(j)).^3;
SigmaFG = Mnstrut(j).*(hdist(j)./2)./(Iouter(j)Iinner(j));
i = i+1;
end
end
WeightdistBcs = rhocf.*((hdist2.*tbcstrut).*tbcstrut+tbcstrut.*(wdist)).*2;
WeightBcs = trapz(ylin,WeightdistBcs) + Wstrutcf;
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WeightdistBas = rhoal.*((hdist2.*tbastrut).*tbastrut+tbastrut.*(wdist)).*2;
WeightBas = trapz(ylin,WeightdistBas) + Wstrutal;
WeightdistBfs = rhofg.*((hdist2.*tbfstrut).*tbfstrut+tbfstrut.*(wdist)).*2;
WeightBfs = trapz(ylin,WeightdistBfs) + Wstrutfg;
clf
% subplot(1,3,1)
plot(ylin-b/2, tbcstrut*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Carbon box thickness')
hold on
% subplot(1,3,2)
plot(ylin-b/2,tbastrut*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('Al box thickness')
% subplot(1,3,3)
plot(ylin-b/2,tbfstrut.*1000,'LineWidth',3.0)
% title('fg box thickness')
primary_axis = gca;
set(gca,'FontSize',18)
legend('Carbon','Aluminum','Fiberglass')
xlabel('Location on Span [m]','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Wall Thickness [mm]','fontweight','bold')
ylim([0,25])
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); %# Get the range of the x axis
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); %# Get the range of the y axis
secondary_axis =
axes('XLim',xLimits,'YLim',yLimits','Position',primary_axis
.Position,'XAxisLocation','top','YAxisLocation','right','Co
lor','none','FontSize',18);
primary_axis.Position=secondary_axis.Position;
% title('Wall Thickness vs Half-Span Location with Strut')
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